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worried about your students using a ti-80 or ti-83 calculator to cheat. firstly, if you want to go with allowing them to bring in a calculator, be mindful of what the calculator is. many classes have calculators that are only ti-84 compatible, so only allow for that. if your calculator does not have a "search for
programs" option, this is a bit of a pain. i recommend going to the bin directory on your calculator, or looking in the directory under your documents, and see if there is a bin folder with lots of.bin files. also, be sure to look in the bin directory of your computer, if you have the multi-platform ti84 package
installed, it might have bins there. a few forums out there have mentioned that opening a calculator one-handed may help locate the program. in the case that you decide to not allow your students to use their calculators, you will need to write all tests in pencil. unfortunately, no real-time conversion

software exists for conversion of entries back and forth between a keyboard and the calculator, leaving you with the option of having to either copy your notes by hand or using a scanner. you may also have to change to the directory where your text editor is to be run in. if you run a text editor on your
desktop that is in another folder than where your prizm is, you may need to run your editor using the "run from desktop" option in the prizm. released in october of 2009, the casio prizm is a scientific calculator powered by the new ti-84 calculator processors. while the calculators are the same in nearly
every way, their screens are physically different: instead of a typical lcd screen, the calculator has a color screen with individual led backlit columns. now casio is finally offering an sdk, or software development kit, to allow programmers to use their applications on the calculators, including programs to

solve linear equations and do graphing. using an sdk is still in beta, but if youre looking to get into programing, the casio prizm is probably your best bet, especially if your a big casio fan. you can download the sdk from here.
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the calculations we do during my degree course are relatively basic and simple, my cas used to look like this, and
as you can see, it wasnt the most attractive thing in the world. this is the thing youll be doing to save time on the
tests, so its pretty basic, and then we have this scientific calculator casio download software however, to better

suit me in my degree course, this is the kind of thing that were aiming to make it look like. unfortunately, we have
no idea what classes theyre going to use so we cant really create a template that can be used from the beginning.
however, it shouldnt be too hard to fit in what were meant to be able to do. one of my maths courses requires us
to create graphs on classpad.net, and in order to make things a bit easier to manage, i wanted to let you have a
look at what ive created. ive copied the data onto a ti-84 plus silver edition through the webclip app. the data im

sharing with you is not shared with the course in any way, but should be useful to anyone in the future who needs
to use the data given by the course. we need to actually create the image of the graph in the webclip app, but in
order to do that, we need to know what to create. because our data is very basic, we wont be needing any of the

geometric and geometric operations, so ill only be adding a single data point as you can see, we needed to specify
what kind of calculation we needed to do. in this example, we need to do a moving average. lets break this down
as well. the function name is average, the first argument is the data array, and the second is the size of the data

array to be used. it doesnt look like any of our data points match, but we could probably work this out, and im sure
that its covered in the documentation that came with your calculator. i shall leave this job up to you as i have a
tendency to lose things. in this case, we just want a value of 1/3. this is denoted by an operator, which can be

added by pressing the + button on the calculator. 5ec8ef588b
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